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DYNAMIC AFFIRMATIONS FOR PROSPERITY 

& ABUNDANCE 
 

The below Prosperity Affirmations are magical and can be used just as they are written here or 

modified and tweaked to suit your personal desires and intentions.   

Why are affirmations so powerful?  The sound of our voice vibrating within and around us creates 

hypnotic commands wherever we focus our energy.   

Our thoughts create our world and 

manifest in people, circumstances, 

and events.  Therefore, use these 

prosperity commands to help align 

your life with Divine Intelligence. 

Use the PRESENT MOMENT to 

project desired results into the ethers 

of the Universe as if you have them 

NOW and watch the Universe align 

with you.  

There is no need AT ALL for 

undesired aspects of reality to be 

projected into the future.  Observe and identify beliefs that do not serve you and let them go. 

Create new ideas and possibilities to come in waves, for you to choose powerfully, what feels “off” and 

what feels “good”.  Use these as guides towards thoughts that feel better and in alignment with your 

Higher Self. 

Lean in to manifestations that feel good to expand and grow as your inner navigation system. 

The following Prosperity Affirmations are designed to be used vocally and in the present moment. 

For it is in the present moment when we hold our greatest power. 

1. PROSPERITY 

I now am rich successful, prosperous, and victorious.  I surrender to and enjoy all the 

blessings my Divine God brings to me. 
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2. DIFFICULTIES WITH OTHERS 

I bless you with God’s Almighty Good.  God’s good is NOW gaining control and all is 

well. 

I praise Divine Love, Wisdom, and Intelligence that there is a strong, successful, 

prosperous, and wise way through this dilemma NOW. 

Divine Intuition is always with me, producing the Perfect Outcome, the Perfect Result. 

3. CHALLENGING CIRCUMSTANCES 

This situation does not dismay me.  God is with me to uphold and sustain me, and to 

make all things right.  I trust everything in my life to the tender care of the universe.  I 

know my father’s will for me is health, happiness, prosperity and all things good. 

I am done feeling guilty and release negative thoughts and limiting beliefs from the 

past, back into the universe.  These thoughts do not serve me. 

4. WHEN IN DOUBT, FEAR, OR OVERWHELM 

Divine Intelligence is in charge of my life.  I am now open and receptive and obedient 

to its rich guidance and instruction. 

The Divine Plan of my life NOW unfolds and takes shape in definite concrete 

experiences, leading to perfect Health, Happiness, Success, and Prosperity. 

5. HEALTH AND WELLNESS 

I am now thin and of the perfect weight.  I eat small healthy meals that increase my 

metabolism and produce a strong optimal conduit for spirit energy to come through 

me now. 

All pain disappears, and weight is released back into the Universe. 
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I now am grateful for all the health and wellbeing this body receives from Divine 

Source. 

Let Divine Love be made alive in the NOW. 

6. AFFIRMING THE PERFECT PARTNER 

Jesus,  

I welcome a loving nurturing relationship with a man who is emotionally available to 

me, who is honest, passionate, and funny, who is my equal, and who is happy to 

spend time pursuing higher vibrational frequencies with me.  He loves being in a 

committed relationship with me, loves being seen with me, and is loyal to me.  

Amen 

I Am Worthy of The Perfect Partner Now. 

7. FINDING YOUR DIVINE PURPOSE 

I am activated by divine love and guided by divine power into my right work, which I 

perform in a perfect way for perfect pay.   

The perfect results of Divine Love NOW appears.  

I am now experiencing complete and utter happiness.  The world is filled with 

beautiful people who now help me in every way. 

8. BEING OF SERVICE 

I am NOW living a delightful, interesting, peaceful life of the most widely useful kind. 

Because of my own increased health, wealth, and happiness, I am NOW able to help 

others live a delightful, interesting, and satisfying life of the most widely useful kind. 


